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Inspired by the pioneer work of the nineteenth century photographer, William Nicholson Jennings, we studied quantitatively how realistic painted lightnings are. In order to answer this question, we examined 100 paintings and 400 photographs of lightnings. We used our software package to process and evaluate the morphology of lightnings. Three morphological parameters of the main lightning branch were analysed: (i) number of branches N b , (ii) relative length r, and (iii) number of local maxima (peaks) N p of the turning angle distribution. We concluded: (i) Painted lightnings differ from real ones in N b and N p . (ii) The r-values of painted and real lightnings vary in the same range. (iii) 67 and 22% of the studied painted and real lightnings were nonbifurcating (N b = 1, meaning only the main branch), the maximum of N b of painted and real lightnings is 11 and 51, respectively, and painted bifurcating lightnings possess mostly 2-4 branches, while real lightnings have mostly 2-10 branches. To understand these findings, we performed two psychophysical experiments with 10 test persons, whose task was to guess N b on photographs of real lightnings which were flashed for short time periods t = 0.5, 0.75 and 1 s (characteristic to lightnings) on a monitor. We obtained that (i) test persons can estimate the number of lightning branches quite correctly if N b ≤ 11.
(ii) If N b > 11, its value is strongly underestimated with exponentially increasing difference between the
Introduction
From times out of mind, humans record their surrounding world in the form of paintings, drawings, graphics or etchings produced on the walls of ancient caves or canvases exhibited later in art museums. Several studies have been published which analysed and criticized these artworks from the perspective of natural sciences. Zerefos et al. [1, 2] , for example, examined sunsets/sunrises in paintings. Using the red-to-green ratio as a proxy for atmospheric effects and the aerosol optical depth, they compared the reddish hue of painted and real sunsets/sunrises after major volcanic eruptions. They obtained that the red hue of painted rising/setting sun positively correlates with the increased atmospheric aerosol concentration. In their book on rainbow optics, Lee & Fraser [3] devoted a whole chapter to the critique of erroneous rainbow illustrations. Gedzelman [4] , Sassen [5] , Tape et al. [6, 7] , Farkas et al. [8] and Seidenfaden [9] analysed and interpreted old descriptions of numerous atmospheric optical phenomena (especially ice halo displays, rainbows and coronas) and noted their artistic biases resulting from prevailing styles and social or religious influences.
On their paintings, many artists-among others William Turner (1775-1851), Eugene Delacroix (1798-1863) and the contemporary Toni Grote (1960-)-have depicted one of the most spectacular atmospheric phenomena, the lightning. But before the dawn of photography, lightnings have often appeared in paintings as awkward zigzags slicing through the sky. As Nasmyth [10] suggested, these inaccuracies might have originated from the thunderbolt in Jupiter's hand as sculptured by the early Greeks. In the 1880s, the photographer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, William Nicholson Jennings (1860-1946) was motivated by the same question, whether these zigzag forms of painted lightnings do or do not correspond to the form of real lightnings, and wanted to prove this photographically [11] [12] [13] [14] . His first attempts were unsuccessful, because his photographic plates were not sensitive enough for an extremely short lightning exposure. But later, he could successfully prove the diversity of lightning paths captured with his plate camera and never found any zigzag path. However, the very first daguerreotype of a lightning bolt was made earlier by Thomas Martin Easterly (1809-1882) on 18 June 1847 [15] . Nonetheless, Jennings is credited as taking the first photograph of lightning on 2 September 1882 [13, 16] . Shortly thereafter, Jennings' photos and firsthand observations had important impacts on meteorology and natural history as many experts attempted to use them to identify different types of lightnings and point out the inaccuracies in earlier representations of thunderstorms [14] .
Inspired by the pioneering work of Jennings, we studied quantitatively how realistic painted lightnings are. We examined and compared the morphology of 100 paintings and 400 photographs of real lightnings with the use of our self-developed computer software. To understand our quantitative findings, we performed psychophysical experiments with 10 test persons, whose task was to guess the number of branches of the main lightning path on photographs of real lightnings which were flashed on a monitor for short periods characteristic to lightnings. spite of this, we found them worthwhile to analyse, as well. The source (website) and some other relevant information of these lightning depictions are given in the diploma thesis of Stromp [17] . We obtained 400 photographs of real lightnings from several amateur atmospheric optical photographers (see Acknowledgements).
Material and methods

(b) Quantitative study of lightning morphology on pictures
For the evaluation of pictures of painted and real lightnings, we used the software AlgoNet (http://www.estrato.hu/algonet) that is a framework for simple handling of image processing algorithms. First, all investigated lightning pictures were scaled to be 1000 pixels wide so that they become comparable with each other for various measures to be calculated later. Then, black-andwhite binary images of the main and lateral lightning branches were created. In these images, the pixels of the background and the lightning have the value of 0 (black) and 1 (white), respectively. To create the binary image of the straight line from the starting point to the end point of the main lightning branch, we drew manually a straight line between these two points.
To determine the main lightning branch, we took the green colour channel of the picture, because the image quality was the best in the green due to the structure of the Bayer-filter of imaging sensors where there were twice as many green pixels as red or blue ones. First, we thresholded the image. This procedure highlighted the brightest pixels, filtered out the majority of the lateral branches and kept the majority of the main branch. Then, a morphological dilation was performed with a circular kernel, so that the gaps along the main branch were filled. We thinned the main branch by performing a 4-connected skeletonization [18] . We checked the binary image of the main branch which was overpainted on the original photo and corrected manually any misdetections of the branch points.
To determine/recognize the lateral lightning branches, we again used only the green channel of the colour picture. The green picture was noise-filtered with a narrow and a wide Gaussian function, then the latter filtered picture was divided by the former one, i.e. every pixel-value of the latter picture was divided by the corresponding pixel-value of the former one. The reason for this was that the bright main lightning branch was usually overexposed and had a surrounding halo with a gradual intensity decrease, as a consequence of which the wide Gaussian filter did not change its appearance considerably, whereas the lateral branches were thinner without a halo, thus the wide Gaussian filter decreased their intensities significantly. After dividing the two images, the intensities of the main branch differed considerably from those of the lateral branches. Next, we thresholded the obtained picture, which resulted in a binary image of the lateral branches, which were then thinned by using a 4-connected skeletonization. Finally, we checked the binary image of the lateral branches which were overpainted on the original photo and corrected any misdetection of the lateral branches.
To characterize the lightning morphology, we calculated the following three measures of the main lightning branch from the obtained binary (black = background, white = recognized lightning) image:
(1) Relative length r = q/Q, where q is the distance (in pixels) between the start and end points of the main branch, and Q is the length of the main branch (all pixels belonging to the main branch, figure 1a ). q and Q were obtained by counting the corresponding white pixels on the binary image. anchor point and a value of 1 in the 8 border points. This kernel-filtering resulted in an image, where the pixel weights were 0-8 in the background, 11 at the end points of branches, 12 in the non-bifurcating branch sections, and >12 at bifurcations. After thresholding this image, we got a binary image, where only the points of bifurcations had non-null weights. Note that after this processing a bifurcation could have more than one non-null weighted pixel. Thus, instead of simply counting the pixels with non-null weights, we calculated the number of connected components of non-null weighted pixels on this binary image. This gave the number of branches N b of the main lightning branch. (3) Finally, we studied the zigzagness of the main lightning branch, i.e. we calculated the number of branch pixels having a given turning angle α (figure 1b). For this the binary image of the main lightning branch was thinned by using a 4-connected skeletonization. We calculated α for each pixel of the main branch by the SLOW corner detection algorithm, which is a highly unoptimized generalization of the FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) corner detection algorithm [19] . We defined an 8-connected circle (i.e. the adjacent pixels of its outline are connected with either their corners or their edges), with a given radius around the investigated branch pixel, and calculated the number of adjacent null-weighted pixels along the circle outline. proportional to the turning angle α of the branch at the investigated pixel. The resolution of α increases with increasing circle radius. However, the use of larger radii had the disadvantage that the turns within the circle were hidden. Thus, we used an optimized radius of five pixels.
(c) Psychophysical experiments: guessing the number of branches of real lightnings
In a darkened laboratory, we performed two psychophysical experiments with 10 test persons (aged between 20 and 53 years). Although country residents may be keener observers of lightnings than city folk, all test persons lived in cities. Their task was to guess the number of branches N b on pictures of real lightnings which were flashed on a monitor for short time periods typical for lightnings. (ii) Experiment 2
In this experiment, black-backgrounded pictures of the white skeletons (graphs with a thickness of 1 pixel) of 60 different real lightnings were presented on a computer monitor. In experiment 1 the problem was that on a given photo the test person first (i) had to visually find the site of a lightning in the often structured background composed of clouds, trees/bushes and buildings, and then (ii) had to guess N b . Task (i) needed a considerable part of the available short period t, and therefore did not leave enough time for task (ii). The purpose of experiment 2 was to eliminate this problem and to imitate better real lightning flashes: In experiment 2, the background was homogeneous black, thus the white lightning skeleton (graph) could be easily and promptly recognized, thus N b could be guessed more easily. Other details of experiment 2 were the same as those of experiment 1. Each experiment was conducted five times with 10 test persons on five different days per person. The lightning pictures were presented in a random order.
(d) Statistics
For the comparison of the measured data, we calculated comparative errors or used t-test with the statistical software package R. It is clear from figure 6 that bifurcating painted lightnings existed already before 1882, when William Nicholson Jennings took his first photos about bifurcating lightnings. However, after 1882 more (23) bifurcating lightnings were painted than earlier (10) (figure 6). Since 2000, the number of painted lightnings with more than one branch has drastically increased (figure 6), in all probability due to the rapid spread of digital photographic cameras.
(b) Relative length of the main lightning branch
According to figures 2 and 4, apart from a few lightnings, the relative length r of the main branch of painted and real lightnings ranges between 0.6 and 1. The average r-value of painted and real lightnings is 0.83 and 0.88, respectively. In figure 7 we can see that r average of painted lightnings (averaged for a temporally continuously shifting 100-year period) changes between 0.73 and 0.92. Before and after 1882, r average varies around 0.81 and 0.84, respectively.
(c) Zigzagness (local turning) of the main lightning branch
We can see in figure 8 that the distribution of the turning angle α of the main lightning branch has 1, 2, 3 or 4 peaks (local maxima) at α peak = 0 around α min = 0°(meaning no turn) and 1 local minimum at α min = 0 o . If α peak > 0 o or α peak < 0 o , then the lightning branch tendentiously turns leftward or rightward, respectively (figure 1b). Among the 100-100 selected real and painted lightnings there are more (27%) 1-peaked real lightnings than painted ones (17%), which is a statistically not significant difference, because CE > DIFF (comparative error: CE = 11.4, difference: DIFF = 10). On the other hand, there are more (75%) 2-peaked painted lightnings than real ones (68%), which is again a statistically not significant difference (since CE = 12.47 > DIFF = 7). Furthermore, only a very few painted (6 + 2 = 8%) and real (3 + 2 = 5%) lightnings with three or four peaks occur. Among the 100-100 selected painted-real lightnings, 100 − 17 = 83 painted and 100 − 27 = 73 real lightnings had a local minimum at α = 0°. The main 
Discussion
As we mentioned in the Introduction, scientists sometimes feel a need to analyse and criticize artistic illustrations (e.g. drawings, paintings) from the perspective of natural science. than a volcanic sunset as believed earlier [23] . Merriam et al. [24] analysed numerous paintings about landscapes of the North-American Kansas from a geographical and geological perspective. Horváth et al. [25, 26] studied prehistoric and modern depictions of walking quadruped animals (mainly horses) on 1307 paintings, graphics, statues, postal stamps, reliefs and prehistoric cave arts from a biomechanical perspective, and found that cavemen illustrated quadruped walking more precisely than later artists. Thornes [27] Table 1 . effective representations of atmosphere, weather and climate involving public participation and understanding. Tape et al. [6, 7] exemplified that famous medieval diagrams of ice crystal halos occasionally led to scientific debates about the possible existence of unusual shaped, e.g. cubic ice crystals in the atmosphere [28] [29] [30] and about the possibility of the illustrated but uncertain phenomena (e.g. Scheiner's 28°circular halo from the 1629 Rome halo display and the still mysterious 90°Hevel's halo from the 1661 Danzig display). These drawings and paintings could also be realistic and prove to be the first observations of an extraordinary atmospheric phenomenon. For example, Parry arc was named after the famous polar explorer William Edward Parry (1790-1855), who first described this rare halo on 8 April 1820 when his ships became trapped in the ice during the expedition to find the In order to understand the possible reasons for these differences, we performed psychophysical laboratory experiments, from which we learned that artists paint maximally 11 branches of lightnings, because humans (test persons) could correctly estimate this number only if the number of lightning branches is not larger than 11. If the number of lightning branches is larger than 11, humans cannot count the lateral branches during the short visibility period (≤1 s) of lightnings. Consequently, humans progressively underestimate the number of lateral branches of lightnings with increasing branch number. If a human sees a bifurcating lightning, she/he can promptly distinguish and count the lateral branches if their number is not larger than 10. It is well known that there are three main different enumeration processes in humans: (i) subitizingwhen the number of items (e.g. dots, bars, apples, etc.) is between 1 and 5, (ii) counting-when the number of items ranges from 6 to 10, and (iii) estimation-when the number of items is more than 10 [35] . Humans show a gradual decline in the accuracy of enumeration as the number of items increases [36] .
According to the results of our psychophysical experiments, if the flashing period t is 0.5 s, the counting of lightning branches is correctly performed up to 11 branches and a longer period is not necessary to count correctly the branches. Above 11 branches even the maximal visibility time (1 s) is too short to count or estimate the branches correctly. This is the likely reason for our finding that the estimation of N b is independent of the flashing period t (=0.5, 0.75, 1 s) of lightning photos or pictures.
The only relevant difference between the perception of real lightning photos and skeletonized lightning pictures is that the estimation of the number of lightning branches is more accurate if the test persons are confronted with skeletonized lightning pictures. This can be explained in the following way: On a given lightning photo, the observer first had to find the lightning itself in the frequently structured background, and only then could the number of lightning branches be guessed. The finding of lightning needed a short period τ , and the branch counting could be done only during the remaining t − τ period. When skeletonized lightning pictures were presented to the test persons, they could perceive promptly (τ 1s) the white lightning skeleton (graph) in the black background, and thus enough time t − τ remained for branch counting. Since τ skeletonized < τ real , it is understandable that the estimation of the number of branches was more accurate for skeletonized lightning pictures than for real lightning photos.
When artists paint lightnings, in principle they participate in a special psychophysical experiment, the results of which are the painted lightnings. From the morphology of these lightnings one can conclude, how accurately the human visual system is able to perceive, process and extract the relevant morphological information from a lightning flashing not longer than about 1 s. The most important difference between this 'artistic psychophysical experiment' with painters and our experiment is that the painters have mostly fixed the seen lightning on their canvas in a long period after the lightning flash, while in our experiment the test persons communicated the number of lightning branches immediately after a lightning flashed on the monitor. Obviously, the memory plays an important role in the creation of lightning paintings. Lightning painting could have been mimicked even better in such an experiment, if the test persons had been asked about the number of branches of the seen lightning several days after seeing the flash of a lightning picture on the monitor. However, such an experiment would be enormously time-consuming.
A further reason for the fact that people usually remember only a maximum of 11 lightning branches could be simply the visibility of these branches: they are usually not only thinner than the main lightning branch, but also less bright and thus less visible and obvious. A camera (digital or conventional) can make the branches appear far more prominently than what the human eye perceives and the memory remembers. The maximum number of branches of 51 found for real lightnings in our study is surely underestimated, because cameras cannot register/detect branches that are too dim to show up in photographs.
In our second psychophysical experiment, due to displaying lightning skeletons we showed black-and-white images for the test persons, and therefore different hues, shades and colorations, that painters might have used, were ignored. This is, however, not a problem, because real lightnings are usually not or only slightly coloured.
Different painters might have painted the lightnings at different distances. Similarly, the real lightnings used in our two psychophysical experiments were also photographed from various (unknown) distances.
At geographically different regions the morphology of lightnings may be more or less different. Morphological differences are imaginable between lightnings over the following different regions, for example: (i) tropical versus temperate zone, (ii) forests versus treeless savannahs versus huge water surfaces (rivers, lakes, oceans), (iii) high mountains versus low altitude plains. Since meteorological/geographical data about the regionality of lightning morphology were not available for us, this issue was not considered in our study. Even if we found such regional lightning data, this information would be unusable, because it is generally impossible to know where the painters had seen their lightnings and then remembered them to put on the canvas. But we admit that the regionality of lightning morphology (if existed) could have had an influence on the ways painters remembered the shapes of lightnings. It is unknown, how realistically the artists of paintings, studied in this work, wanted to illustrate the mentioned three morphological characteristics of lightnings. One would assume that a painted lightning with one or more atypical characteristics (i.e. with parameter-values considerably differing from those of real lightnings) is the result of the artist's freedom or her/his incorrect observation and/or bad memory. Usually, it is impossible to ascertain which options are true, thus this is out of the scope of our present study.
However, there were surely numerous artists about whom we can suspect that they aimed to paint lightnings and many other features and objects of their visual environment as realistically as possible. We can mention Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851), the famous English romantic landscape (plain air style) painter, for example, who in his younger years has illustrated the guidebooks of the dawning English tourism with wonderful panorama pictures of landscapes and cities. After such a past, he understandably became one of the most typical representatives of realistic painting. His main characteristic was that what he saw in reality, he translated to his own romantic style and painted that on the canvas (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J._M._W._ Turner). We studied also three painted lightnings produced by Turner. The characteristics of these lightnings are typical, that is they are similar to real lightnings.
Many atmospheric electric discharges are cloud-cloud or cloud lightning between two clouds or in one cloud [20, 21] . These lightnings are more or less tilted or nearly horizontal and do not reach the ground. In our study we did not consider such lightnings, that did not occur in the investigated paintings. The most atypical shape of painted lightnings is the schematized zigzag-S (see painting P4 in figure 3 ) being wide spread in everyday life: such a shape occurred on the shield of Roman soldiers, for instance, and occurs as a symbol of electricity (e.g. dangerous high voltage) nowadays. William Nicholson Jennings has shown that such a zigzag-S-shaped lightning does not exist in reality.
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